A deformable phantom was developed to aid in quality assurance for dynamic imaging and targeting techniques in radiation therapy. Made of simple materials combined with standard components for imaging and motion experiments, this phantom can be relatively easily constructed and used for both diagnostic imaging and dosimetry. Repeat imaging studies indicate that the phantom meets criteria of relative attenuation, deformation, and reproducibility of configuration, necessary for quality assurance of radiographic and tomographic targeting.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vast array of research and commercial projects aimed at measuring and incorporating short-term movement in treatment planning and delivery demand sufficient quantitative means of verification. 1-6 While analytic models and patient data are useful, a reproducible, compartmented, mechanical phantom is critical to proper commissioning and use of new systems for physiological motion management in radiation therapy.
A. Phantom components
A diagnostic thoracic phantom ͑RS-330, Radiology Support Devices, Long Beach, CA͒ provided the main shell of the phantom. This phantom has a skeleton, as well as a lungequivalent insert, with additional tissue-mimicking sections for a mediastinum and various tumor-simulating nodules. An insert for an abdominal cavity, composed of a uniform density material, was removed. In its place, an extension of the existing lung insert was created using high density foam ͑Fig. 1͒. This process created a section of the phantom with a rigid skeleton and tissue wall, surrounding a compressible internal cavity.
The insert was evaluated for relative attenuation ͑effective attenuation relative to water͒ using a commercial computed tomography ͑CT͒ scanner ͑HighSpeed, General Electric, Milwaukee WI͒. Scans demonstrated a relative attenuation of 5%-10% of water. To mimic lung attenuation for diagnostic kV imaging, the foam insert was infused with iodine. This was accomplished by soaking the insert in a solution of iodinated contrast agent ͑Ultravist 300, Berlex Laboratories, Montville NJ͒ diluted in water in an approximately 5:1 ͑water:ultravist͒ mix. After infusion, the foam was allowed to dry. Subsequent scanning demonstrated Hounsefield Units of −800 to −600, more consistent with lung attenuation as reported by previous investigators. 7 Tumor-simulating inserts of varying density and size were embedded in the foam. To facilitate initial studies focusing on imaging and geometric localization, the structures selected were rigid objects of known shape ͑balls͒ and various compositions ͑hard rubber, plastic, porous foam͒ to generate varying electron densities. The objects were inserted at various locations by small incisions in the foam, and further held in place with glue.
An actuator-driven diaphragm was created to compress/ decompress the foam according to previously defined arbitrary breathing profiles. A single-axis actuator, previously designed for motion experiments and similar to systems described by other investigators, [8] [9] [10] [11] was employed. The "diaphragm" was created by cutting a 1-cm-thick sheet of Lucite to a size slightly smaller than the cavity into which the foam insert was placed. This diaphragm was attached to the driving rod of the actuator via a wooden brace, with a three-point attachment to distribute the force of the actuator uniformly across the Lucite plate ͑Fig. 2͒. The phantom was braced cranially to limit the possible rigid body movement of the whole system under compression and relaxation.
The actuator system has a control software environment that permits customized positioning, and complex temporal motion profiles to be programmed and executed. Breathing patterns were programmed that represented periodic functions, 12 variations on periodicity and amplitude to simulate known but irregular breathing, and finally measured position/amplitude variations from patients studied under a review board-approved protocol using an external monitoring system ͑RPM, Varian, Palo Alto CA͒. Although significantly larger motions could be programmed, the tests performed used diaphragm compressions of up to 3 cm ͑20% volume reduction of the compressible cavity͒.
II. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. Relative attenuation
The relative attenuation ͑based on Hounsfield Units͒ in the foam during the "inhale" ͑uncompressed͒ state had a mean value of 0.177 with a standard deviation of 0.143 indicating a large variation in attenuation between voxels. Under 3 cm of compression, these values changed to a mean of 0.196 and standard deviation of 0.139. An example from patient data acquired under a review board-approved protocol, with similar diaphragm movement ͑approximately 3 cm+ /−3 mm͒ showed a change in lung volume of 17% and a change in density from 0.202 at inhale to 0.244 at exhale.
B. Motion under compression
Important characteristics of this phantom include differential motion of various points under compression, as well as reproducible configuration at the same amount of compression ͑breathing state͒. To evaluate reproducibility, CT scans were taken of the phantom under various states of compression ͑Fig. 3͒. These scans were repeated in the same session, as well as in a separate session 3 months later to evaluate long-term reproducibility of position at a given compression state. Table I shows the reproducibility of tumor positions under repeat compressions. Intermediate tumor positions are reproducible to within 1.3 mm. Table II shows the differential movement of targets in various locations within the phantom. As expected, targets closer to the diaphragm moved farther than those more cranially positioned. Compressions of over 50% of the foam insert have been demonstrated, with regional target motion ranging from 95% of the actuator motion at the diaphragm to Ͻ30% near the "apex" ͑the interface with the existing lung insert͒.
Repeat reproducibility studies performed 3 months after the first study indicated that the relative local reproducibility stays the same ͑mean of zero and standard deviation of less than 1.1 mm͒.
III. CONCLUSION
This phantom is simple, efficient, and viable. Experiments in quantitative dynamic modeling of breathing-induced deformations are under way using this system. The reproducibility of the deformation induced in the phantom will allow the use of this phantom in validation of image-based patient modeling and targeting, as well as analytic models and estimation methods that incorporate breathing motion into dose calculation. Ongoing work involves addition of dosimeters to this phantom, which will give us direct measurements for quality assurance of dose calculations incorporating breathing motion. 
